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ROTOCONTROL Signs New Agents in Spain
and South America

HTGRAF is now representing ROTOCONTROL in Spain and Wiprint in Argentina, Chile, Paraguay
and Uruguay.

LINAU, Germany (September 14, 2015) – ROTOCONTROL, a manufacturer of leadingedge finishing machines today announced the appointment of two new agents in Spain
and South America. HTGRAF is now representing ROTOCONTROL in Spain and Wiprint
in Argentina, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay, joining an extensive world-wide network of
ROTOCONTROL agents.
HTGRAF is an experienced company, offering a wide range of printing products and
services specially oriented to label and packaging manufactures. The company
represents leading industry brands in Spain including Screen Europe, Iwasaki, Presstek
and Xerox. Wiprint S.A. is a newly formed Argentinian corporation that began
operations earlier this year, bringing years of finance, administration and technology
experience in the graphic industry. Their product portfolio includes photopolymers,
equipment and inks.
Nestor Rostagno, sales and technical director of Wiprint
comments: “ROTOCONTROL is a well-known brand in
our territory for high quality, performance and
technology. With this product strength, we strongly
believe that our experience in understanding customer
needs and knowledge of other equipment offered in the
market will position ROTOCONTROL as the leading
company in this sector very quickly.”
Both HTGRAF and Wiprint S.A. will be officially introduced in the ROTOCONTROL stands
7D42 & 7B45 at Labelexpo Europe. ROTOCONTROL will be demonstrating five leadingedge machines for label inspection and finishing: the next generation DT-series (digital
finishing), BL-series (high speed offline solution for ECL and booklet labels), RSP-series
(pharmaceutical security), RSC-series (inspection, slitter/rewinder), and the FC-series
(FastChange 4-spindle turret rewinder).
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Contacts:
HTGRAF: Tecnología Gráfica del Emabalaje SL
Rafael Vindel
+34 902 955 570
htgraf@htgraf.com
www.htgraf.com
Wiprint S.A.
Nestor Rostagno
+54 911 6111 6000
ventas@wiprint.com.ar
Ernesto Coronas
+54 911 5922 2243
ernesto@wiprint.com.ar
Alan Coronas
+54 911 5579 3504
alan@wiprint.com.ar
About ROTOCONTROL GmbH
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines for label
inspection, slitting, rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed
labels, for converters in the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL
offers machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models
with multiple options featuring S-Drive servo technology enabling maximum web
control for the most delicate film and foil materials.
Headquartered in Linau (near Hamburg, Germany), ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility
with a focus on operator safety and efficiency. ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice
in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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